
THE ARGUMENTS FOR THE USES OF THE EBONICS IN THE UNITED

STATES

Here, we will use 'Ebonics' without ideological or theoretical qualification, that replacing or simplifying these occurs both
in US Ebonics and in West African Arguments about and evidence on the origins issue continue to be brought forth.

The court agreed. Smitherman describes this as a reflection of the "power elite's perceived insignificance and
hence rejection of Afro-American language and culture". Rickford, John R. All in all, this Ebonics controversy
in my backyard has been the most intense, all-encompassing, exhilarating, exhausting, thought-provoking and
emotion-stirring experience I have ever had as a sociolinguist, and I would not have NIMBYed it for the
world. I'll discuss below the lessons I learned from this involvement, and I'll also indicate how much more
research we need to do to maximize the quality of the expertise we have to offer schools and decision-makers
on the Ebonics issue. Let us know! We affirm strongly that teachers must have the experiences and training
that will enable them to respect diversity and uphold the right of students to their own language. Reaching and
reacting to the media and the public. One of the actions, Brown v. Rickford, Linguistics, Stanford The
Oakland School Board's decision to take Ebonics into account in teaching Standard English to African
American and other students deserves commendation rather than the misinterpretation and vilification which it
has received. I have no problem with taking Black English into account in schools. Oakland's Ebonics
resolutions were essentially a proposal to expand the SEP program--which involves contrastive analysis of
Ebonics and Standard English--within its school district. That depends on whom you ask. While from a
linguistic point of view, these notions are being carried to an unscientific extreme, the proponents of Ebonics
are battling an even more unscientific set of extreme prejudices against AAE. Where did Ebonics come from?
More specifically, it shapes the way people come across information and knowledge, affecting how they
interpret it. Ultimately, the quality of our contributions will depend on the depth of our knowledge and
understanding. A summary of major points adapted from Labov : It is a separate subsystem of English with a
distinct set of phonological and syntactic rules that are aligned in many ways with the rules of other dialects.
Prior to its coining, no single term described the linguistic consequences of this period in history. Most helpful
essay resource ever! These data are quite striking see Rickford in press for the details , but to maximize our
potential to contribute to this Great Debate of our Time, we need to know more, through research, in relation
to all three kinds of evidence. Advertisement Psycholinguist Frantz Fanon once asserted that to speak a
language is to assume its culture. We need to give a clear definition to our language. Speakers of Chinese,
French, English, Ibo and Italian to name just a few illustrate that language boundaries and racial groupings
rarely coincide. On this point, linguists are quite divided. The research will be jointly conducted in Oakland
under the direction of Etta Hollins , and in Philadelphia under the direction of William Labov.


